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1. Executive Summary 

 
This supplemental report on the deficiencies in the construction of the Camisea natural gas (NG) 
and natural gas liquids pipelines (NGL) provides concrete evidence of improper construction 
practices by Techint and ineffective oversight of the construction process.  E-Tech is a non-
governmental organization (NGO) with offices in Santa Fe, New Mexico and San Diego, 
California. E-Tech formed in the 2003 to offer technical support to civil society in developing 
countries facing the impacts of major infrastructure projects. Rarely do these civil society 
representatives have either the technical tools or the information necessary to work with project 
stakeholders to minimize the potential human health and environment impacts. E-Tech’s mission 
is to respond to this need by providing critical technical expertise and capacity building. 
 
For a number of years the Camisea Project has been applauded in diverse forums as the model 
for major energy infrastructure projects in Latin America. It is the perspective of E-Tech that, 
given this project is serving as a model for the expansion of the oil and gas industry in Peru and 
other Latin American countries, the substantive problems associated with the project must be 
identified and rectified so it can serve as a legitimate model. 
 
E-Tech’s involvement in Camisea began in early 2004 with the development of a draft 
monitoring protocol for the proposed independent environmental monitoring program.  This 
effort was conducted within the independent monitoring framework established by the Inter-
American Development Bank (IDB) as a condition of the IDB loan to the Camisea consortium. 
According to the loan condition, the independent environmental monitoring of the project was to 
begin in August 2004 at the time of project start-up.  The project began operation on schedule in 
August 2004 with no independent monitoring program in place.  In quick succession the first, 
second, third, and fourth ruptures of the NGL pipeline occurred between start-up and November 
2005. Meanwhile there were no significant advances in development of the IDB’s independent 
monitoring program. 
 
E-Tech began its own independent evaluation of the NGL pipeline ruptures and published its 
initial report “Evaluation of Camisea Pipeline Ruptures and Long-Term Solutions” on February 
27, 2006.  The intention of the initial E-Tech report was to examine the probable causes of the 
four ruptures that occurred in the first fifteen months of operation and recommend necessary 
actions to assure the integrity of the NG and NGL pipelines.  
 
E-Tech prepared this supplementary report nearly six months after publication of the initial 
report to provide additional concrete evidence of irregularities in the construction of the 
pipelines. E-Tech has also prepared this supplementary report as a guide to provide the Ad Hoc 
Commission (Comisión Ad Hoc), tasked with defining the scope of the technical audit, with 
recommendations to ensure the transparency and validity of the proposed audit of the Camisea 
pipelines. 
   
The second audit solicitation is already in progress and selection of the auditor by the Ad Hoc 
Commission is scheduled for September 12, 2006.  The scope of the terms of reference (ToR) for 
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the second audit solicitation are much more limited that the original technical specifications 
developed for the technical audit by OSINERG in March 2006.  This is a major cause of 
concern.  The Ad Hoc Commission has eliminated the following key components of the original 
OSINERG audit specifications:   
 

• Review of the geotechnical studies prepared prior to the selection of the route.  
• Review of the pipe storage practices employed in transit following fabrication.  
• Verification of the documentation of climatic conditions during all welding operations 

and the procedures employed to mitigate the unsuitable conditions. 
• Detailed review of the all weld radiographs.   
• Onsite verification, as proposed by the auditor, to supplement the scope of the audit as 

needed.  
 
In addition, the scope of the audit described in the ToR does not follow the guidelines and 
recommendations provided in the report by the Peruvian congressional Pipeline Rupture 
Investigating Commission, published in June 2006.  E-Tech is in agreement with the 
congressional report findings.  These findings call for the scope of the audit to include an 
analysis of geotechnical studies conducted prior to the selection of the pipeline route, a review of 
100 percent of the weld joint radiographs, and a description of the scope of the repair project 
necessary to assure the long-term integrity of the pipelines. 
 
Photographic evidence shows that in many cases the pipes were not properly protected while 
stored in the field, leaving the interior of the pipes exposed to corrosion.  
 
TGP, the consortium that built the Camisea Project, has insisted that all welding on the pipelines 
was done by qualified welders who had passed consortium-supervised welding qualification tests 
prior to welding in the field.  This assertion is contradicted by the welding inspection firm 
contracted by TGP, Gulf Interstate Engineering (GIE), to supervise construction practices for 
TGP.  The E-Tech supplemental report includes a copy of a “non-conformance” report prepared 
by GIE in June 2003 that states Techint “was violating Code API 1104 and its own welding 
specifications by using unqualified welders” (see Figure 9, p. 24).  Techint was the pipeline 
construction contractor and is also a member company of the Camisea consortium. 
 
E-Tech also received a copy of the original Techint pipebook for section km. 455 to km. 459 of 
the NG pipeline.  Techint was forced to cut apart pipe that had already been welded together in 
this section and reweld parts of the original segment together in a different location to avoid a 
deep ravine that had gone unnoticed.  This section of the original pipebook contains a number of 
irregularities and omissions that violate the Techint specifications and industry standard practice 
that require a detailed permanent record for each weld in the pipeline (the unique identification 
number of each welded joint, the identification number of each welder who worked on the weld, 
and the identification number of radiograph associated with the weld). 
 
As a result of the inappropriately limited nature of the audit described in the current ToR, E-Tech 
considers it essential that the audit solicitation be declared void.  The scope of the audit must be 
expanded to include the following and elements: 
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• Audit the geotechnical studies prepared by TGP prior to the selection of the pipeline 
route. According to TGP, the companies that prepared these studies included Golder 
Associates, Michelena Ingeniería Consulting SRL, Hydroconsult de Canadá, y LTDA 
Ingenieros Consultores de Colombia. 

• Comparison of what actually occurred in the field relative to the recommendations in the  
geotechnical reports.   

• Evaluation of field pipe storage practices to determine if these practices were consistent 
with applicable specifications and good engineering practice. 

• Interviews with employees of Techint, TGP, their contractors, OSINERG, and IDB 
contractors to corroborate what occurred in the field during the construction phase.  The 
principal effort should be focused on Golder Associates, Michelena Ingeniería Consulting 
SRL, Hydroconsult de Canadá, y LTDA Ingenieros Consultores de Colombia, Gulf 
Interstate Engineering, Stone & Webster, URS, and line pipe and special crossings 
inspectors under contract to Techint. 

• Audit of the 100 percent of the radiographs.  The audit of the plates must be carried-out 
by a Level III ANST weld radiograph interpreter.   

• Analysis of the original Techint pipebook, especially for the pipeline sections identified 
as critical risk zones by OSINERG and Techint.   

• Expansion of the audit team to include a specialist in the analysis of raw monitor data 
from the intelligent pig, with specific expertise in magnetic flux leakage, ultrasound, and 
caliper measurements. 

• Permission to extend the timeline of the audit beyond the maximum of nine months 
stipulated if the auditor deems it is necessary to repeat essential tests. 

• Description of the scope and cost of the repair project, with identification of critical 
pipeline sections that require immediate repair, serious sections that require constant 
monitoring, and safe sections. 
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2. Camisea Project Background 
 
The Camisea Project Transport System consist of two pipelines, the NG pipeline and the NGL 
pipeline, which run parallel for much of the route from the jungle gas processing plant, Plant 
Malvinas, to the NGL processing plant at Pisco on the coast.  From there the gas pipeline 
continues on to the city of Lima (at Lurín). The NG pipeline is 730 km. long and the NGL 
pipeline 560 km. long.  Both pipelines cross the Andes mountain range (at 4,800 meters) and 
descend to sea level.  The NG pipeline consists of 210 km. of 32-inch diameter pipe, 310 km. of 
24-inch pipe, and 210 km. of 18-inch pipe.  The NGL pipeline consists of 455 km. of 14-inch 
diameter pipe, and 105 km. of 10¾-inch pipe.  The basic characteristics of these pipelines are 
presented in Figures 1 through 5 (from the ToR for the second audit bid process, July 2006). 
 

Figure 1. Elevation of Pipeline Route from Camisea to the Coast and to Lima 

  
 
 

Figure 2. Diameter of Pipe Segments in the Natural Gas Pipeline 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Natural Gas Pipeline Safety System - 22 Block Valves 
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Figure 4. Main Components of NGL Pipeline 

 
PS = Pumping Station, PRS = Pressure Relief Station 

 
Figure 5. NGL Pipeline Safety System - 19 Block Valves 

 
Block valves were installed on the upriver side of major river crossings.  Check valves were     
installed on the downriver side of major river crossings. 

 
 

The NG and NGL pipelines began operation on August 20, 2004.  Since that time there have 
been five ruptures of the NGL pipeline.  These frequent failures have led to criticism by various 
sectors of Peruvian society and the need to conduct a comprehensive audit. 
 
The loan agreement signed by IDB and TGP (Transportadora de Gas del Perú, Peruvian Gas 
Transport) in 2003 requires environmental and social monitoring of the project by a completely 
independent entity that would issue public reports of its findings.  That same year reports were 
published regarding problems with erosion control and landslides in the first stage of 
construction1.  Later, monthly reports were issued by URS, the IDB consultant, which 
underscored the hasty nature of the construction process and the lack of adequate erosion control 
and soil stabilization.  These monthly reports are available on the project website.2 
 
The monthly reports stated that TGP was violating its own specifications and that there were 
many problems.  These reports heightened awareness within Peruvian civil society of the 
importance of an independent monitoring program. The IDB had a contractual obligation to 
begin this monitoring program in August 2004, when the project became operational.  However, 
from August 2004 to date there have been few concrete advances in the development of the 
environmental and social monitoring program.   
                                                 
1 Jamie Maughan, PhD for Global Village Engineers, Technical Memorandum – Camisea Natural Gas Project 
Environmental Evaluation, June 28, 2003. 
2 www.camisea.com.pe 
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3. E-Tech’s Motives and the Initial Report 
 
Why has E-Tech placed such emphasis on the evaluation and remediation of the Camisea 
Project? E-Tech was formed in 2003 as a non-profit organization to offer services to civil society 
in developing countries where megaprojects are being developed, with the aim of offering civil 
society greater and better access to technical information - which is sometimes inaccessible, 
difficult to access, or unintelligible - thereby improving the decision-making process and 
reducing the magnitude of the potential social and environmental impacts. 
 
For several years the Camisea Project has been lauded in various forums as a model for future oil 
and gas megaprojects in Latin America.  E-Tech believes that if this project is to be a model for 
the expansion of the oil and gas production industry, not only in Peru but also in other Latin 
American countries, it is of great importance to identify and rectify the problems this project has 
encountered so that it may serve as a legitimate model.  
 
E-Tech’s involvement in Camisea began in early 2004 with the development of a draft 
monitoring protocol for the proposed independent environmental monitoring program.  This 
effort was conducted within the independent monitoring framework established by the IDB as a 
condition of the IDB loan to the Camisea consortium. According to the loan condition, the 
independent environmental monitoring of the project was to begin in August 2004 at the time of 
start-up.  The project began operation in August 2004 with no independent monitoring program 
in place.  In quick succession the first, second, third, and fourth ruptures of the NGL pipeline 
occurred between start-up and November 2005. Meanwhile there were no significant advances in 
development of the IDB’s independent monitoring program for the project. 
 
E-Tech began its own independent evaluation of the NGL pipeline ruptures and published its 
initial report “Evaluation of Camisea Pipeline Ruptures and Long-Term Solutions” on February 
27, 2006.  The intention of the initial E-Tech report was to examine the probable causes for four 
ruptures that occurred in the first fifteen months of operation and recommend necessary actions 
to assure the integrity of the NGL pipeline and the natural gas pipeline.  
 
The purpose of this supplemental report is to offer additional concrete evidence of deficiencies in 
the construction phase of the project.  A companion objective is to get to the root of the pipeline 
problems and to identify what should be done to remedy these problems.   
 
This process may also serve as reminder to other oil and gas companies that in Peru projects 
must be done right from the beginning, and that written commitments to use best practices must 
be reflected in the quality of construction of the final product. 
 

4. Documents Used in the Preparation of the Supplemental 
Report 

 
Report and E-Tech Responses 
 

E-Tech Report:  February 27, 2006 
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E-Tech Response to TGP:  March 4, 2006 
E-Tech Response to TGP:  March 25, 2006 
 
The Report and E-Tech Responses can be found at: 
http://www.etechinternational.org/projects.htm  
 
 
TGP Responses  
 

TGP Response to E-Tech: February 28, 2006 
TGP Response to E-Tech: March 11, 2006 
TGP Response to E-Tech: May, 2006 
 
 
Other Reports and Documents Reviewed by E-Tech 
 

BOOT Contract: October 2000 
 
Global Village Engineers field inspection:  June 2003 
 
Matrix/URS monthly reports:      January 2003    
www.camisea.com.pe – March 2004 
 
OSINERG technical specifications for  
Comprehensive audit, version 1: March 2006 
 
OSINERG (PowerPoint presentation) – Status 
of the Camisea pipelines: March 2006 
 
Ad Hoc Committee, Terms of Reference (ToR), 
First Request for Proposals, pipeline audit: June 2006 
http://www.minem.gob.pe/common/novedades/data/terminos_adhoc.pdf  
 
Congressional Investigatory Committee Report: June 2006 
 
Ad Hoc Committee, Terms of Reference (ToR), 
Second Request for Proposals, pipeline audit: July 2006 
http://www.minem.gob.pe/common/novedades/data/comi_ahdoc_auditoria.htm  
 
 
The Four Evaluations of the E-Tech Report 
 
OSINERG (Technical Report N° 126528): April, 2006 

TechnoGas (contracted by OSINERG): March 22, 2006 

Interamerican Development Bank (IDB): April, 2006 

Stone & Webster (contracted by the IDB): April 13, 2006 
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International Standards 
 

ASME B31.4-2002, -1998:  Pipeline Transportation Systems for Liquid Hydrocarbons and Other 
 Liquids 
 

ASME B31.8-2003, -1999:  Gas Transmission and Distribution Piping Systems 

ASME B31.8S-2004:  Managing System Integrity of Gas Pipelines 

API 1104-2001, -1999:   Welding of Pipelines and Related Facilities 

API RP 1110-1997:  Pressure Testing of Liquid Petroleum Pipelines 

 
Ministry of Energy and Mines Guidelines 
 

Environmental Guidelines for the Management of Oil Pipelines 
 

5. Response to the Four Evaluations of the E-Tech Report 
 
In April of 2006 four entities, OSINERG, TechnoGas (contracted by OSINERG), the IDB, and 
Stone & Webster (contracted by the IDB), issued evaluations of the E-Tech report.  In general 
terms the theme of these evaluations was that, although there were some problems during the 
construction phase, and the series of NGL pipeline ruptures are worrisome, there is no conclusive 
evidence of systematic problems with the pipelines.  The primary aim of these evaluations was to 
deny that the ruptures were due to systematic failures.  If the ruptures have systematic causes, for 
example a weakness in the construction process such as inadequate weld quality or inadequate 
inspection of welds, it would mean that the reliability of the entire NGL pipeline is in doubt, and 
not simply the pipe segments where the five ruptures occurred.  However, there are important 
inconsistencies in these evaluations which contradict the central tenet that there are no systematic 
problems.  These inconsistencies are analyzed in the following paragraphs. 

5.1 The OSINERG and TechnoGas Reports 
 
In March of 2006 OSINERG hired Technogas, a technical contractor with pipeline experience, to 
carry out a technical analysis of the E-Tech report.  It is the opinion of E-Tech that TechnoGas 
did a superficial analysis whose primary purpose was to cast doubt on the E-Tech report.  The 
most revealing statement in the TechnoGas report, which was published on March 22, 2006, was 
that “we had little time” to study the issue.  Later OSINERG, in its analysis of the E-Tech report, 
relies heavily on this superficial analysis done by TechnoGas, apparently on the thesis that 
TechnoGas is an international company and therefore its comments must be accurate. This is the 
same format that TGP has used, pointing to the participation of international consultants as proof 
the project was properly constructed, in its responses to E-Tech.   
 
However, even between the international consultants there is disagreement over the cause of the 
first rupture.  In its report OSINERG notes that the TGP metallurgical laboratory, MCI of 
Houston, reported the primary cause of the first rupture as “inadequate manipulation of the 
pipeline, which was subjected to very strong flexing during installation”.  TGP identifies the 
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MCI laboratory as an internationally renowned laboratory, with experts in metalurgy, materials 
strength, and rupture analysis. 
 
Nevertheless, TechnoGas, contracted by OSINERG, states in its report based on the same tests 
that “inadequate manipulation” was not the probable cause. TechnoGas says that the primary 
cause was soil instability.  The MCI analysis implies the potential for systematic problems in the 
construction process due to “inadequate manipulation of the pipeline.” The TechnoGas analysis 
is much more favorable to the TGP position, emphasizing that the construction process is 
acceptable and that it was simply a unique force majeure situation which was out of TGP’s 
control.  In reality it is clear that there is a disagreement between the TGP expert, MCI of 
Houston, and the OSINERG expert, TechnoGas, as to what was the cause of the first rupture.  
This disagreement does nothing to clarify the cause of the first rupture, nor does it negate the 
possibility that a systematic defect in the construction process played a role in the first rupture. 
 
In the case of the second rupture, which was a leak through a pore in the weld, TGP has stated 
that the pore was within permissible code limits.  TechnoGas also states in its report that the 
company noted no violation of the construction process in its review.  Yet OSINERG states in its 
analysis that it identified a violation of the welding code in this case, and that TGP has been 
sanctioned for noncompliance as a result. 
 
In reality the weld exhibited a porosity greater than allowable limits.  This was determined from 
a review of the weld radiograph and led OSINERG to initiate the sanction process.  The cause of 
the second rupture implies a potential systematic problem with weld quality and/or interpretation 
of radiographs.  However the position of TGP and TechnoGas is that there was no problem with 
the construction process.  This is clearly not so according to the OSINERG report. 
 
It is worthy of note that on several essential points OSINERG is in agreement with E-Tech’s 
position, especially on the crucial issue of the lack of adequate and timely geotechnical control 
measures.  As OSINERG explains in its report, “On this point – excessive tension due to soil 
movement in the case of the first rupture – we are in agreement with the E-Tech report.” TGP 
apparently did not prepare a complete geotechnical study of the route prior to initiating 
construction.  As noted by OSINERG, “Given the dynamic condition of the jungle zone and the 
concentration of ruptures along the first 200 kilometers, TGP has committed to the Peruvian 
government that within six months it will carry out a complete and updated geotechnical study 
of the right-of-way in the jungle sector.” 
 

5.2 The Stone & Webster and IDB Reports 
 
The Stone & Webster report, prepared for the IDB, avoids in-depth commentary.  For example, it 
talks of a master plan for geotechnical stabilization developed by TGP.  Yet it makes no 
comment on the merits of the plan.  It simply notes that TGP has a master plan for addressing 
geotechnical challenges without any analysis.  
 
Another example is the comment by Stone & Webster that the automatic shut-off system 
properly detected the third rupture.  Within two minutes the system worked as planned and the 
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block valve closed.  Yet what the report does not state is that, although the block system worked 
properly and the valve closed within two minutes, for two hours 300 thousand gallons of 
hydrocarbons spilled into the environment. 
 
An essential question to ask is, why did so much NGL continue to leak after the valve closed?  
The Stone & Webster report avoids this essential question and limits itself to explaining the 
mechanics of how the leak detection system and block valves worked. 
 
E-Tech is in agreement that by all appearances the leak detection and blocks system functions as 
designed.  The problem is that there are an insufficient number of block valves and as a result 
two hours of production spilled into the environment despite valves that function properly.  This 
is, by its very nature, a systematic problem.  The Stone & Webster report focuses only the 
positive and avoids a careful look at the deficiencies.   
 
Apparently the point of the IDB analysis was to emphasize that there are no significant problems, 
without taking into account available evidence.  The IDB report, based primarily on the report of 
its contractor, Stone & Webster, echoes the position of TGP and TechnoGas saying: "There were 
no significant environmental or social problems during the construction phase.  Investigations 
have not identified a systematic problem with the NGL pipeline, nor with the welding.  Also, the 
impact of the spills caused by the ruptures has been minor.” 
 
The IDB bases its conclusions on the Stone & Webster report when it states there are no 
systematic welding problems.  Yet Stone & Webster does not say that there are no systematic 
problems.  However, what Stone & Webster says in its conclusions is that it“has not determined 
that there is an indication of systematic weld problems.” From this neutral observation by Stone 
& Webster, the IDB reaches the conclusion that there are no systematic problems.  This is an 
error in the IDB report. 
 
The IDB also states that in the case of the third NGL pipeline rupture there was a 300 thousand 
gallon spill, but (in the opinion of the IDB) this is a relatively minor quantity.  The fourth rupture 
spilled slightly less than 200 thousand gallons.  The fifth rupture spilled 200 thousand gallons.  It 
is worth mentioning that 300 thousand gallons is enough to fill the tanks of approximately 30 
thousand cars in Peru.  These spills are not minor.  They are large spills, especially for a 14-inch 
pipe.  In sum, the IDB report goes to great lengths to claim that there are no significant problems 
with the pipelines. 
 

6. Techint’s Haste  
 
OSINERG notes in its audit technical specifications that there was a delay in construction in 
2002.  As noted by OSINERG: “Camisea Project construction was begun in April of 2002.  
Because of a delay in the fabrication of the 32-inch pipe for the NG pipeline, the contractor was 
unable to transport this pipe to the job site during this period, which caused a delay in the 
timeline.  This situation required the development of an accelerated construction schedule in 
2003, which allowed the contractor to meet the objective of beginning commercial operations in 
August 2004”. 
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The IDB inspectors were present during the 2003 accelerated construction program.  Techint’s 
urgency is amply documented in the monthly reports submitted by URS, the environmental 
consultants to the IDB in the field during the construction phase.  These monthly reports are 
available on the Camisea Project website (www.camisea.com.pe).  
 
In the URS monthly reports for January 2003, February 2003, March 2003, April 2003, May 
2003 and June 2003 it is repeatedly point-out that: ‘The delay in the implementation of erosion 
control measures is a repetitive deficiency which is inconsistent with the PMA and the 
environmental specifications of TGP.  It is to be expected that at this stage of construction 
Techint should be familiar with these practices.  The majority of the deficiencies observed during 
January (2003) are due to the lack of implementation of erosion and sedimentation control 
measures in wetland areas.  This appears to be the result of Techint’s inability to attend 
comprehensively to environmental protection relative to the construction sequence, which results 
in delay in the installation of erosion control measures.  This has been a chronic problem 
observed prior to the work stoppage for the end-of-the-year holidays. 
 
In the jungle sector heavy rains and runoff have overwhelmed the capacity of the existing 
erosion control measures and created new concerns, which should be immediately corrected 
when climactic conditions improve.  TGP should continue identifying and prioritizing problem 
areas which need to be repaired, and ensure that they are adequately corrected as soon as 
possible, so that work can be reinitiated in this sector.  The probable causes for the delay in the 
installation and maintenance of the MPMA include: 
 

• The inability of the erosion control teams to maintain the same pace as the other 
construction activities. 

• Techint’s emphasis on moving ahead with the installation of piping, instead of attending 
to other important responsibilities. 

• Inadequate supervision by TGP to ensure compliance with erosion control measures. 
 

The haste shown by TGP to move ahead with the laying of pipe at the cost of erosion control is 
clearly evident in the URS monthly reports.  The failure of TGP to properly implement erosion 
control measures at the right time continues to be a factor in the ruptures of the NGL pipeline. 
 

7. Conclusions and Recommendations of the Congressional 
Investigatory Commission 

 
The final report of the Peruvian congressional investigatory commission tasked with analyzing 
the pipeline ruptures was released on June 20, 2006.  The investigatory commission was created 
to “investigate the Camisea Project gas transportation system, the causes and consequences of 
the repeated accidents along it, and to determine appropriate political, administrative and 
criminal responsibility, as well as to study and evaluate the commitments assumed in signed 
contracts (Daily Agenda Motion Nº 8675)”.  The report contains the following seventeen 
conclusions: 
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1. It is the State’s responsibility to guarantee and supervise the use of state-of-the-art technology 

by project contractors, in such a way that would prevent environmental impacts in the area 
influenced by the project by adopting mitigation measures and respecting the rights of affected 
populations.  Nevertheless, the actions of the State, as well as those of the contractors, have 
differed diametrically from this responsibility.  In the case of the State there have been severe 
deficiencies in the fulfillment of its regulatory, audit, and supervisory functions. 
 

2. There is a heavy burden of responsibility on the designers of the project’s NG and NGL pipe 
system, given the permanent erosion and slides in the jungle sector.  This is a problem that 
could have and should have been addressed satisfactorily through an exhaustive study of soil 
geodynamics, geotechnics, geology and hydrology, particularly in the jungle sector. 
 

3. The deadlines set by the the State were too short for the (proper) execution of  preliminary 
studies, which included the necessary and appropriate soil studies, particularly in the jungle 
sector.  This foreshortened schedule was negligently accepted by the construction 
concessionaire, TGP, and the project contractor, Techint. 
 

4. The public authorities have systematically failed to carry out continuous direct supervision, 
both in the design phase as well as in the construction phase.   
 

5. The concessionaire TGP, upon signing a contract with the prime contractor, accepted 
responsibility for the maintenance of the gas transport system; therefore TGP should remedy 
the problems at its cost. 
 

6. It is urgent that the concessionaire prioritize the revegetation and reforestation of the right-of-
way. 

7. Even though the concessionaire has on its own initiative begun tests with intelligent pigs along 
the length of both pipelines, OSINERG has the responsibility to get involved in this 
inspection, to supervise it, and to verify it.  
 

8. Likewise, taking into account that random sampling of radiographs and the verification of their 
interpretation is already being done by OSINERG, it is necessary that OSINERG technicians 
review all of the radiographs and associated reports. 
 

9. The concessionaire TGP, as well as Pluspetrol, are jointly responsible for the care and 
protection of the environment and ecosystems in the zones through which the pipelines pass. 
 

10. According to reports by the Ombudsman’s Office, verified by the Commission, contamination 
exists in the Atalaya province, in the Ucayali region, in the zones adjacent to the Malvinas 
camp, and in the pipeline route section.  Damage has been suffered as well by the native 
communities that inhabit the zone.  This damage should be corrected in a joint and equitable 
fashion by the operators of the camp, Pluspetrol, and the transport system operator, TGP, in a 
way that cares for the health, nutrition and environment of affected communities and peoples, 
and corrects any other damage which may have been generated or is being generated in these 
communities. 
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11. Regulatory deficiencies and institutional weaknesses, among other things, caused by lack of 
integration on an institutional and project level, led to an inadequate flow of information to 
members of the Camisea Interinstitutional Technical Group. 
 

12. Up to the date of this report there have been five confirmed incidents, three of which have 
been analyzed by OSINERG, leading to conditionally applied monetary sanctions.  
Nevertheless, the causes of two of the incidents have yet to be determined, nor has appropriate 
responsibility been established.  This situation highlights that there is insufficient technical 
capacity, that the State, as represented by its supervisory agencies, is institutionally weak, and 
that the staff of said agencies is poorly equipped to carry out their supervisory and oversight 
functions regarding compliance with the environmental components detailed in the Plan for 
Environmental Management, approved following the corresponding Environmental Impact 
Study.  
 

Conclusions regarding the scope of the audit: 
 
13. The comprehensive audit called for should be consistent in the review, verification and 

inspection of the Camisea Project NG and NGL pipelines, and should necessarily emphasize a 
review of the design and engineering of the project and its compatibility with geological 
interactions, geotechnics, hydrogeology and structures, particularly in the jungle sector. 
 

14. The comprehensive audit called for should not only include a review of procedures, as well as 
conclusions and diagnostic recommendations for the engineering and construction phases 
based on environmental and quality standards, but should also develop remediation and 
rehabilitation projects as a definitive solution to the problems faced by the completed project, 
as well as environmental remediation projects. 
 

15. The call for a comprehensive audit should include a total budget figure for said audit, set at an 
amount which should cover the complexity and level of detail that the State requires.  This 
figure must be published, according to current norms.   
 

16. Likewise, the Ad Hoc Commission, in its request for proposals for a comprehensive audit 
should be flexible in its requirements with national auditors who participate, as long as these 
can offer the necessary service.  Such should not be the case with foreign auditors.   
 

17. For the process to be transparent, the selection process convened for the comprehensive audit 
should be made known to the recently elected authorities through the respective Transfer 
Commission. 
 

 
The two recommendations issued by the investigatory commission that deal directly with the 
audit, Recommendations 15 and 16 of the seventeen recommendations in total, are: 
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15. Inform the Ad Hoc Commission, though its President, with a copy of this report, of the process 

for selecting the company to execute the comprehensive audit of the Camisea Project NG and 
NGL pipelines, so that the Ad Hoc Commission can rectify the omissions detected in the 
request for proposals, such as the publication of the request itself and the total budget, as well 
as the modification of the Terms of Reference, expanding such to include the review of the 
design and engineering of the project and its compatibility with geological interactions, 
geotechnics, hydrogeology and structures, particularly in the jungle sector, as well as the 
development of remediation and rehabilitation projects as a definitive solution to the problems 
faced by the finished project. 
 

16. Request that the President of the Ad Hoc Commission delay the bidding process, putting the 
actions that have been taken to date on this matter before the newly elected authorities of the 
incoming Administration, through the respective Sector Transfer Commission. 
 

 

8. Deficiencies in the Design and Construction of the 
Pipelines 

8.1  Design and Construction of the Corridor – Verification of the 
Route 

 
Technical specifications for the audit of the design and construction of the 
pipeline corridor (OSINERG, March 2006): The geological and geotechnical studies 
carried out by the Concessionarie prior to the selection of the route shall be reviewed.  Likewise, 
the design, construction and operational aspects related to the selected route shall be reviewed 
with the aim of verifying the stability of the right-of-way and thereby minimizing the risks of the 
terrain, particularly where there have been studies conducted of geological risks that 
recommend short, medium and long term control measures. As part of this evaluation, the 
auditor shall do field verification of identified critical areas.  Special attention shall be paid to: 
1) areas with soil displacement or settling, 2) crossings of high environmental sensitivity: 
populated areas, wetlands, etc. 
 
Text of the first and second ToR (Ad Hoc Commission, June and July, 2006): 
Review the design, construction and operation aspects of the selected route.  Evaluate the 
maintenance of the stability of the right-of-way of the pipelines, in accordance with geological 
and geotechnical studies, drainage and control measures. Documentation regarding geological 
and geotechnical audits that have been conducted are presented in Attachment VI.  The audit 
should consider, but not be limited to, the following zones and areas:  areas where the soil has 
displaced or settled, and crossings with high environmental sensitivity (where a spill or 
explosion would cause a serious social or environmental impact), populated areas, wetlands, etc. 
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Change between the technical specifications of OSINERG and the text of the first 
and second ToR by the Ad Hoc Commission:  
This key component was removed from the scope of work – “The geological and geotechnical 
studies carried out by the Concessionaire prior to the selection of the route shall be reviewed.” 
 
TGP’s Position (Response to E-Tech, March 11 2006): Prior to the selection of the 
route, particularly in potentially unstable zones, geological studies were prepared by the firms 
Golder Associates and Michelena Ingeniería SRL to ensure safe implementation.  Hydroconsult 
of Canada was contracted to do base hydrological studies of those zones with water runoff and 
river crossings, so as to determine necessary protective measures to avoid future problems with 
subsidence and/or erosion. Finally, the appropriate geotechnical evaluations were carried out 
for the entire route by independent experts from the firm LTDA Ingenieros Consultores of 
Colombia. All of the recommendations regarding the necessary protective measures to assure 
the stability of the right-of-way came from these studies.  These protective measures were duly 
completed in their entirety prior to the initiation of pipeline operation. 
 
OSINERG’s Position (Response to E-Tech, April 2006): The final report issued by URS 
implies that the work done to control erosion was considered adequate by the IDB supervisory 
body.  Nevertheless, and as a result of supervision by OSINERG, upon termination of the 
construction phase the firm (TGP) was notified of 117 points with possible problems with slope 
stabilization and erosion control in the jungle sector, and an equal number in the mountainous 
zone.  A brief description of each of these 117 points in the jungle sector is included in 
Attachment VI to the technical specifications of the second ToR. 
 
Deficiencies identified by E-Tech: The lack of a comprehensive geotechnical plan prior to 
initiation of construction work was a fundamental flaw.  Despite this, the Ad Hoc Commission 
has unduly removed from the second ToR an essential requirement that was in the original 
OSINERG technical specification, namely that “The geological and geotechnical studies carried 
out by the Concessionaire prior to the selection of the route shall be reviewed.” It is E-Tech’s 
opinion that one of the causes of the ruptures, and the primary cause of the disturbing level of 
erosion and soil instability, is the lack of an exhaustive study, prior to the selection of the route, 
of soil geodynamics, geotechnics, geology and hydrology, in particular in the jungle sector.  It is 
essential that the audit investigate what happened prior to the final route selection and review 
whatever technical support is available for the route selected. 
 
Evidence offered by E-Tech: OSINERG has identified 117 unstable sections in the first 151 
km. of the project.3  Of these 117 segments, OSINERG categorizes only 27 as high-risk.  These 
segments can be seen in Figure 6.  The primary section of the pipelines from jungle to coast is 
more than 500 Km long.  The geotechnical risks do not disappear suddenly at 151 km., though it 
is clear that the most unstable sector is the jungle zone. 
 
Three of the five ruptures occurred outside of the first 151 km. - Kepashiato 176 km., Toccate 
200 km., and Pacobamba 222 km.  Soil instability has been identified as a factor in the ruptures 
at Kepashiato and Toccate.  The list of geotechnical risk segments which is provided in 
Attachment VI of the technical specification for the audit is incomplete.  OSINERG has 
                                                 
3 OSINERG, Technical Specifications, Second Request for Proposals for Audit, Attachment VI, July 2006. 
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identified 120 points of soil instability in the mountain sector as well, though there is no 
reference to these 120 points in the audit technical specification.4 
 

Figure 6.  Levels of Geotechnical Risk in Jungle Sector - OSINERG 

 
 
However, the TGP internal study of geotechnical critical zones along the pipeline route identifies 
92 critical zones in the jungle sector and 21 in the mountain sector.  See Attachment 1.  This 
study was prepared by Techint at the beginning of pipeline construction.  There is little cross-
over between the 117 points identified by OSINERG in first 151 km. of the jungle sector and the 
critical zones identified by TGP in the same sector.  The location and level of risk assigned by 
OSINERG to each one of the 117 unstable points identified by the agency in the jungle sector is 
provided in Attachment 2.    
 

8.2 Acquisition of Materials 
  
Engineering specifications for the audit of materials acquisition procedures and 
means and location of pipe storage in the field (OSINERG, March 2006): To assure 
the specifications have been fulfilled, at a minimum special attention will be given to the 
evaluation of: 1) material acquisition  procedures, 2) engineering specifications for materials, 3) 
physical verification that the equipment and materials meet specifications, 4) fabrication quality 
control certificates, and 5) means and locations of pipe storage.  
 
Text of first and second ToR (Ad Hoc Committee, June and July 2006): The 
acquisition procedures must be reviewed to assure that the equipment and materials engineering 
specifications were met, and to assure that the design of the equipment and materials purchased 
is consistent with these specifications.  Special emphasis will be place on: 1) acquisition 
procedures, 2) engineering specifications, 3) physical verification that equipment and materials 
meet specifications 4) fabrication quality control certificates. 
 

                                                 
4 OSINERG, State of the Camisea Pipeline Situation – PowerPoint presentation, March 2006. 
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Change between OSINERG technical specifications and text of 1º and 2º ToR 
prepared by the Commission Ad Hoc : The following critical element was left out of the 
ToR - To assure the specifications have been fulfilled, at a minimum special attention will be 
given to the evaluation of: 5) means and locations of pipe storage. 
 
Position of TGP (Response to E-Tech, May 2006):  All pipe sent to field staging areas 
for later installation was equipped with an exterior anti-corrosion lining applied in the pipe 
fabrication plant as well as end protectors to prevent damage to the beveled pipe ends. 
 
Position of OSINERG (Response to E-Tech, April 2006): Based on the information 
available to OSINERG personnel in charge of supervising the BOOT contract, which requires 
only new pipe be utilized, there is no evidence that used pipe was included in the project. 
Verification consisted of a review of customs manifests (SUNAT) that confirm the pipe is new 
and includes factory quality control certificates.   These manifests were reviewed periodically in 
the field.  The electronical copy of the Pipebook has also been reviewed at the locations of the 
(five) ruptures that have occurred to date, and the documentation is in order for the affected 
pipe and the adjacent pipes (in each case).   
 
Deficiencies identified by E-Tech: Pipe sections were left exposed to the weather without 
end protectors, leading to excessive internal corrosion that left some of the pipe with a wall 
thickness less than the acceptance limits specified by API 1104 and ASME B31.8. The 
significance of accelerated internal corrosion is the potential for premature failure of the pipe. In 
addition, as a result of poor handling procedures, pipes arrived with deformed bevels, which 
then had to be prepared manually in field without adequately trained personnel or suitable 
equipment.  Nowhere did E-Tech allege in its previous report that the piping was used, only that 
the pipe had the physical characteristics of pipe that had sat out in the weather for an extended 
period of time.  It is worthy of note that OSINERG does not comment about the lack of pipe end 
protectors in its response to E-Tech. 
 
Evidence Offered by E-Tech: 
 
Limitations of SUNAT.  Peruvian Customs, known as Superintendencia Nacional de 
Administración Tributaria (SUNAT), is the government entity charged with the verification of 
merchandise entering the country to ensure proper duty is paid.   SUNAT counts the number of 
units being imported and verifies that the article matches the description on the import manifest.  
In the case of piping used in the Camisea pipelines, SUNAT verified that the piping arrived with 
the appropriate quality control certificates.  SUNAT did not verify via technical inspection that 
the pipe characteristics met pipe engineering specifications.  
 
It was the responsibility of OSINERG to take physical measurements of the pipe at the port of 
entry alongside SUNAT personnel, using specialized equipment like ultrasound, to determine if 
the piping met (BOOT) contract engineering specifications.  The fact that “the SUNAT manifests 
indicate that the equipment is  new and has certificates of quality control”, as OSINERG 
indicates, simply means that all importation papers were in order but does not confirm the 
physical characteristics of the piping met engineering specifications. 
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Condition of the pipe - Observations of Civil Engineer “RC”.  According to the 
observations of civil engineer “RC”, who worked for two years on the construction of the 
pipelines, a portion of the pipe arrived with internal corrosion, which could be seen with the eye. 
Another portion of the pipe arrived in good condition but oxidized in route to the job site due to 
poor logistical planning and execution.  The pipe arrived in Peru at two points of entry - Callao 
and Pulcallpa.  The pipe was transported from Callao to the storage center in Pisco.  It was then 
transported to Cuzco and then the Kiteni basecamp at km. 180.  The pipe arriving at Pucallpa 
was then shipped to the storage center at the Malvinas gas plant via the Urubamba River.  The 
pipe stored at Malvinas served as the source of pipe up to km. 125 of the pipeline route.  Another 
construction team at the Kiteni basecamp utilized the pipe brought in from Pisco. These two 
construction efforts met at km. 125.  
 
In the case of Pisco the logistical problems included lack of proper planning for the rainy season 
(November - April) which prevented the transit of vehicles in the jungle and mountain sectors.  
In the case of pipe being stored at Malvinas, pipe arrived from Pucallpa via the Urubamba River. 
This marine route is dependent on sufficient water in the river so barges can naviagate all the 
way to Malvinas.  However, there was insufficient water in the river during much of the 
November 2002 to April 2003 rainy season to load the barges with the full complement of pipe.  
Less than half of the anticipated quantity of pipe was shipped from Pulcallpa to Malvinas during 
the initial months due to low water in the Urubamba River.  This is a primary reason the pipe 
stored in Pulcallpa were exposed to weather for a much longer period than anticipated.  
 
Engineer “RC” states that a significant part of this pipe showed characteristics of pipe leftover 
from other projects due to its poor condition at the time it was installed.  Some of the piping 
arrived at the storage areas in Pisco and Malvinas without bevel protectors.  The pipe that did 
arrive in good condition was not stored properly.  This pipe remained for an extended period of 
time exposed to weather, not only in Pisco which is located on the coast (where the pipe was 
exposed to corrosion by marine air) but also in the field camps.   Piping was also stored along the 
pipeline right-of-way.  People living in the area would remove the end protectors from pipe in 
the right-of-way and use them to carry water, leaving the pipe exposed.   
   
As noted, the piping was exposed to outdoor conditions.  It rained intensely and the water 
accumulated inside the pipe, leading to internal oxidation.  Also, following the hydrostatic 
testing of different pipe sections (on average 10 to 12 km. each) there were some pipe sections 
where water remained in the pipes for long periods of time (30 to 40 days). In accordance with 
the project environmental protection requirements the discharge of test water without treatment 
was prohibited. TGP had not prepared in advance a system for treating and discharging this 
water. As a result, these sections displayed significant oxidation once the test water was drained.  
 
The photos in Figure 7 show several deficiencies associated with the construction of the 
pipelines.  For example, the middle photo on the right shows the lowering and covering of the 
NGL pipeline.  Stones in direct contacct with the pipe are visible.  This pipe is covered in 
Rockshield™ protective mesh.  The Techint specification (2794-L-SP-00045) for lowering and 
covering pipe states explicitly in Paragraph 8.2 that: “In rocky areas, the pipe shall be padded with 
6” (0.15 m) of selected material placed around it. The padding material shall consist of earth, 
sand, fine bank run gravel, or a combination of these materials.  No rocks, clods, or other hard 
objects shall be allowed in the padding material.”  See Attachement 3 for the complete text of the 
Techint pipe lowering and covering technical specification (in English). 
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Figure 7.  Pipe Sections without End Protectors, Improper Lowering and Covering 
of Pipe, Inadequate Erosion Control Measures 

These sections of 14” NGL pipe were exposed for up to 1 
to 2 months without end protectors – km. 3 a 6. 

The inadequacy of erosion control measures is 
evident in this photo. Heavy rains washed-away the 
erosion controls. 14” NGL pipe, jungle sector. 2002. 

This photo shows how the pipe was subject to tension 
during lowering into the trench. This is 14¨ NGL pipe with 
a thickness of 6.35 mm (0.25¨) located between km. 6 y 
km. 20. 2002. 

This photo shows the lack of care (direct contact 
with rocks) in the covering of the pipeline following 
lowering into the trench. The pipeline is covered 
with a “Rockshield” sheath and is same 14” NGL 
shown at left between km. 6 y km. 20.  2002. 

 
Bending of 14” NGL pipe (without end protectors) in a 
pipe bending machine.  Km. 3 to km. 6. 2002  

32” natural gas pipe section without end protectors.  
Natural gas pipeline, km. 90, june 2003. 
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Field ultrasound tests. If an inspector found a physical defect in the pipe surface after the 
pipe was welded but before lowering into the trench this was communicated to Techint.  An 
inspection contractor was then called to test the defect location with ultrasound to confirm that 
the site was within allowable minimum pipe wall thickness per specification.  In approximately 
100 inspections of this type, the inspector was Carlos Salazar.  In addition to confirming the pipe 
wall thickness in the vicinity of the physical damage, Mr. Salazar also took additonal 
measurements around the circumference of the exposed pipe ends (without external polyethylene 
coating) using ultrasound to confirm the wall thickness. These measurements were conducted on 
the NGL pipeline between km. 6 and km. 40 in the jungle sector, and in the Rumichaka area near 
km. 400, among others. The ultrasound measurements indicated an accelerated rate of corrosion 
in many of these pipes. 
 
Pipes are subject to corrosion and to the loss of metal that diminishes the thickness of the pipe wall 
over time.  This corrosion can reach an extent that eventually becomes critical. The permissible 
minimum thickness of the pipe is defined by API and ASME standards according to the pipeline 
application, physical pipe characteristics, and construction procedures.  Ultrasonic measurement is 
used to determine the actual pipe thickness. 
 
A properly protected new pipe (as specified in ASME Section VIII, Division I) is expected to 
have a corrosion rate of less than 0.005 inches per year (0.134 millimeters per year).  The 
average degree of corrosion in the pipe tested by Mr. Salazar ranged from 0.02 inches to 0.03 
inches.   This pipe had the internal characteristics (degree of corrosion), based on Mr. Salazar’s 
experience, of pipe that had been exposed to the weather for an extended period of time without 
adequate protection from internal corrosion. There are several photos in Figure 7 that show the 
pipe storage practices in the pipeline right-of-way, with pipe sections exposed to the elements 
without end protectors.  This exposure favors accelerated internal corrosion of the pipe.  A 
description of the ultrasonic testing procedure used in the field to measure pipe thickness is 
provided in Attachment 4. 
 
TGP has stated that “all pipe was equipped with end protectors to prevent damage to the 
bevels.”  This statement is not accurate, as can be seen in Figure 7. In addition a significant 
portion of the pipe segments had accelerated internal corrosion compared to what would be 
expected for new, adequately protected pipe.  
 
Irregularities in pipebook for section km. 455 to km. 459.  This section of the original 
Techint pipebook for section km. 455 to km. 459 of the NG pipeline (24-inch) was provided to  
anonymous inspector “FM” by the Techint quality control office.  This inspector then provided 
this section of the original pipebook to TGP.  This section had already been welded and 
constructed and awaiting the order to be lowered into the pipeline trench. However, this section 
was held back when Techint personnel realized that there was a deep wash (quebrada) in the 
right-of-way that had not been noticed initially and that served as the principal drainage to the 
Rió Huancano for a number of small streams during rainy weather.  A portion of this pipeline 
segment, located in the mountain sector, is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8.  Aerial Photo of Section km. 458 to km. 459 of the Pipeline Route 

 
The pipeline special crossings construction team realized that the depth to a firm base increased 
unexpectedly from 5 feet (1.5 meters) to 25 feet (8 meters) when it encountered the deep wash 
(which was filled with loose material).  Part of the pipeline was lowered into position, as Techint 
had assumed that the entire segment was level.  In reality the segment included a deep depression 
encountered by the special crossings team.  The route had to be modified to avoid this 
depression.   
 
The welded pipe was cut and various pipe segments were mixed and matched as necessary to 
achieve the correct alignment in the new pipeline trench.  Mixing and matching was necessary to 
accommodate the different physical configuration of the new trench.  The original pipe segments 
already had been bent with specific curvature to fit in the original trench.  The sequential order of 
the original weld joints was discarded as the pipe sections for the new trench were taken from 
different sections of the original welded pipeline. 
 
The E-Tech analysis of this section of the original pipebook indicates many irregularities. See 
Attachment 5.  A considerable amount of data on the identification of the the welders and 
radiographic plates for specific weld joints is missing. This it is a violation of the project welding 
and radiograph specifications.  In contrast, the single “refined” pipebook page that TGP provided 
in its March 2006 response to E-Tech does not provide the same degree of detail.  This page 
from the refined TGP pipebook is provided in Attachment 6. 
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8.3 Welding  
 
Engineering specifications for the welding audit (OSINERG, March 2006): The 
documentation related to approved welding procedures and field welding reports will be audited 
to assure conformance with API 1104 and ASME B31.8 and B31.4.  The procedure for the 
selection and qualification of welders will also be audited. Special attention will be focused on: 
1) use of approved welding procedures, 2) use of qualified personnel for all aspects of welding 
operations, 3) use of approved procedures for weld repair, 4) verification of documentation of 
climatic conditions during all welding operations and procedures used to mitigate unsuitable 
conditions, and 5) verification of radiographic plates.  Also specific onsite verification in situ of 
fulfillment of documentary requirements will be carried out at the discretion of the consultant.  
 
Text of first and second ToR (Ad Hoc Commission, June and July 2006): The 
documentation related to approved welding procedures and field welding reports will be audited 
to assure conformance with API 1104 and ASME B31.8 and B31.4.  The procedure for the 
selection and qualification of welders will also be audited.  The documents to consider, though 
not limited to for the purposes of the audit, are: 1) use of approved welding procedures, 2) 
welder qualification procedure, 3) use of qualified personnel for all aspects of  welding 
operations, 4) use of approved procedures for weld repair,and 5) traceability of the weld 
process. 
 
Change between the OSINERG technical specifications and the text of 1º and 2º 
ToR of the Ad Hoc Commission:  The following key components were removed - “Special 
attention will be focused on: 4) verification of documentation of climatic conditions during all 
welding operations and procedures used to mitigate unsuitable conditions, and 5) verification of 
radiographic plates.  Also specific onsite verification in situ of fulfillment of documentary 
requirements will be carried out at the discretion of the consultant.”  E-Tech note - Critical and 
specific tasks such as the verification of the radiographic plates have been replaced with the 
generic task of assessing documents regarding the “traceability” of the weld process. 
 
Position of TGP (Response to E-Tech, May 2006): It is important to clarify that all 
welders that worked on the Camisea Project were qualified in accordance with API 1104 and 
ASME B31.4 and ASME B31.8.  The qualification process for all welders is documented and was 
permanently supervised by TGP through the independent inspection of Gulf Interstate 
Engineering, the company that acted during the execution of the project as “owner's engineer.”  
 
Position of OSINERG (Response to E-Tech, April 2006): All welders underwent a 
qualification test.  This information has been verified and is in order.   
 
Deficiencies identified by E-Tech: There were welders and inspectors working on the 
project without adequate qualifications. 
 
Evidence Offered by E-Tech:  Figure 9 is a field “nonconformity” report prepared by a Gulf 
Interstate Engineering (GIE) inspector who was under contract to TGP to inspect the pipeline 
during the construction stage. This report was provided to E-Tech by civil engineer “RC.”  The 
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report states that the welders are not qualified, violating welding specifications, and that the 
welders must be subject to a qualification test. 
 
As shown in Figure 9, the GIE supervisor states the welders are unqualified, and 26 weld joints 
must be removed (covering a length of approximately 300 meters of pipe) at km. 92 of the NG 
pipeline, from weld 92/46E to weld 92/71, and that the use of unqualified welders is a violation 
of TGP (and Techint) specifications.  Normally at the base of these reports there is Techint 
response on action taken to remedy the deficiency.  In this case there is no indication of the 
remedial action taken. 
 
This report is important for a number of reasons.  It demonstrates that there were unqualified 
welders working on the project.  It contradicts the statements by TGP that all welders were 
properly qualified before receiving authorization to work on the project.  Also our inspectors, the 
contributors to this report who previously worked as contractors to Techint, stated that at times 
Techint simply did not take into account the recommendations of TGP.  The fact that GIE  
recommended remedial action does not necessarily mean Techint took this action, for the delay it 
might cause to the construction timeline and because Techint is a partner in the TGP consortium 
and could exert pressure on TGP to relax its stance. 
 
The GIE non-conformity report raises a series of questions:   
 

• Did Techint take steps to repair welds 92/46E to 92/71? If action was taken, what was the 
action?   

 
• What is the history of these unqualified welders?  The GIE inspector states that these 

welders are unqualified and must be subject to an API ll04 qualification test. API 1104 
was the governing welding specification used on the project. 

 
• Did these welders have fraudulent qualification certificates, or did they simply not have 

certificates, either of which would be a violation of project welding specifications? 
 

• Did this team of unqualified welders work on other welds before or after the pipeline 
section from weld 92/46E to 92/71? 
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Figure 9. GIE Non-Conformance Report – Unqualified Welders and Bad Welds 
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8.4 Non-Destructive Testing 
 
Engineering specifications for the audit of non-destructive testing (OSINERG, 
March 2006): The field inspection procedures will be audited to verify conformance with API 
1104, ASME B31.8 and B31.4, with special attention given to the evaluation of: 1) use of 
approved radiographic procedures, 2) use of approved ultrasound procedures, 3) use of 
approved procedures for penetrating liquids and/or magnetic particles, 4) use of certified 
personnel for all non-destructive testing, 5) identification of all failures and requirements for 
weld repair and confirmation that the procedures have been followed, 6) verification of 
radiographs of the weld joints.  
 
Text of first and second ToR (Ad Hoc Commission, June and July 2006):  The field 
inspection procedures will be audited to verify conformance with API 1104, ANSI/ASME B31.4 
and ANSI/ASME B31.8, verifying: : 1) use of approved radiographic procedures, 2) use of 
approved ultrasound procedures, 3) use of approved procedures for penetrating liquids and/or 
magnetic particles, 4) use of certified personnel for all non-destructive testing, and 5) 
identification of all failures and requirements for weld repair and confirmation that the 
procedures have been followed. 
 
Change between the OSINERG technical specifications and the text of 1º and 2º 
ToR of the Ad Hoc Commission: The following key component was removed - “with 
special attention given to the evaluation of: 6) verification of radiographs of the weld joints.”  
OSINERG has already announced publicly (PowerPoint March 2006) that it is reviewing 10 
percent of the radiographs.  It does not make sense to eliminate review of the weld radiographs 
from the scope of the audit when this review is already in progress. 
 
Position of TGP (Response to E-Tech, May 2006): These welds were radiographed 100 
percent and these radiographs examined by experts qualified in radiographic interpretation, and 
are available for review.  Also in March 2005 the radiographs for welds at km. 8, km. 9 and km. 
12 were reviewed by OSINERG and no deficiencies were identified.  A review of 10 percent of 
the radiograph plates is now in progress. 
 
Deficiencies identified by E-Tech: The principal concern is that the radiographs were 
interpreted by personnel without the qualifications necessary to properly interpret weld 
radiographs.  Attachment 7 show a series of weld radiographs and demonstrates what an expert 
in radiographic interpretation can detect.  API 1104 requires that the radiologists must be 
radiologists Level II or III, in accordance with the certification procedures of American Society 
for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT), Recommended Practice No. SNT-TC-1A or equivalent, to  
interpret weld radiographs.  Only radiologists Level II or III in interpretation can interpret the 
radiograph plates.   
 
Personnel interpreting radiographs must be certified by ASNT or another recognized 
international certification program.  Peru does not currently have a certification program of this 
level as such a program would have to be led by an ANST (or equivalent) Level III in 
radiographic interpretaton.  Personnel that were interpreting radiographs received their 
certificates from the Peruvian Institute of Nuclear Energy (IPEN).  IPEN is known as a research 
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center and for managing radioactive material.   However IPEN does not have a non-destructive 
testing certification program in industrial radiographic interpretation.  In other countries such 
certification programs are operated in accord with international organizations such as ASNT, 
ISO, and UNE. 
 
It is E-Tech’s position that the personnel interpreting radiographs for Techint did not have a 
suitable level of training or experience. As a result it is essential that 100 percent of the 
radiographs be subject to another review by an independent Level III radiographic interpreter to 
remove the doubts that surround the initial interpretation of these radiographs. 
 

8.5 External Coating  
 
OSINERG technical specifications for the audit of external coatings (OSINERG, 
March 2006): The procedures and technical documentation for the external coating plant will 
be audited, as well as the procedures used in the process of field coating, to assure compliance 
with ANSI/ASME B 31.8, ANSI/ASME B31.4 and NACE RP-02-75, with respect to the protective 
external coating applied to cover the pipe and welded joints.  Particular attention will be 
directed at: 1) pipe cleaning and preparation procedures prior to the application of coating 
materials, 2) verification of the quality and thickness of the coating material, 3) approved 
procedures for the installation of shrink sleeves on welded joints, 4) verification that personnel 
responsible for the application of coatings are properly certified for all coating and coating 
repair operations, and 5) identification, documentation, and repair of all discontinuity “short  
circuits” detected.  
 
Text of first and second ToR (Ad Hoc Commission, June and July 2006): The 
procedures and technical documentation for the external coating plant will be audited, as well as 
the procedures used in the process of field coating, to assure compliance with ANSI/ASME B 
31.8, ANSI/ASME B31.4 and NACE RP-02-75, with respect to the protective external coating 
applied to cover the pipe and welded joints.  Particular attention will be directed at: 1) pipe 
cleaning and preparation procedures prior to the application of coating materials, 2) 
verification of the quality and thickness of the coating material, 3) approved procedures for the 
installation of shrink sleeves on welded joints, 4) verification that personnel responsible for the 
application of coatings are properly certified for all coating and coating repair operations, 5) 
identification, documentation,  and repair of all discontinuity “short  circuits” detected, and 6) 
procedures and documentation of the detection of discontinuities. 
 
Change between the OSINERG technical specifications and the text of 1º and 2º 
ToR of the Ad Hoc Committee: The following task was added to the scope of the ToR - 
“Particular attention will be directed at: 6) procedures and documentation of the detection of 
discontinuities.” 
 
Position of TGP (Response to E-Tech, May 2006): E-Tech summary - TGP limits itself 
to comments regarding the application of the external triple-layer polyethylene coating at the 
coating plant.  No comment is made about the quality of the material used in the shrink sleeves 
applied to each welded joint or the installation procedures for these shrink sleeves.  
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Position of OSINERG (Answer to E-Tech, April 2006): E-Tech summary -No comment is 
made about the quality of the material used in the shrink sleeves applied to each welded joint or 
installation procedures for these shrink sleeves.  
 
Deficiencies identified by E-Tech: Not only was the level of protection provided by the 
shrink sleeves used on the NGL pipeline in the jungle sector inadequate, these shrink sleeves 
were of poor quality according to the statements of former field inspectors that are currently 
working with E-Tech.  These shrink sleeves have the trade name Polyguard, and are known for 
being inexpensive though of uncertain quality in this application. See Figure 10.  The 
manufacturer of Polyguard is Fameim in Buenos Aires, Argentina.  A description of the 
installation procedure for Polyguard shrink sleeves is provided in Attachment 8.   
 
However, along the entire NG pipeline and along the NGL pipeline from the beginning of the 
mountain sector to the coast, Raychem shrink sleeves were used (60 Raychem HTLP triple layer 
polyethylene).  The Raychem shrink sleeves appear to be of good quality and perform well.   
 
The lack of adequate corrosion protection at the weld joints can lead stress corrosion cracking 
(SCC).  SCC develops very slowly.  However, eventually the pipe will fail and spills will occur 
if the crack grows too much.  
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Figure 10. Inadequate Performance of  Polyguard Shrink Sleeve Welded Joint 
Seals Used in Jungle Sector on the NGL Pipeline  

 

 
Polyguard™ shrink sleeve that is not adhering to 
the base pipe, 14” NGL pipeline, km. 6.5, jungle 
sector – the lack of adherence allows water to 
enter and initiate corrosion.  2002. 

Example of a shrink sleeve that is sticking 
effectively to the base pipe on a pipeline section in 
Canada.   

 

 

This photo shows an adherence test on a 
Polyguard shrink sleeve. This test should be 
conducted with certified instruments. However, a 
homemade set-up is being used in this case.  
14¨ NGL pipeline, wall thickness 6.35 mm (0.25¨), 
located between km. 7 and km. 10.  

In this case air bubbles were encountered in the 
protective (external) polyethylene pipe coating. 
When the coating was removed oxidation at the 
weld joint was visible. The oxidation was removed 
via sanding and two Raychem shrink sleeves were 
applied to protect the exposed weld joint surface. 
This corrosion was properly repaired. 
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9. Evaluation of Audit Scope of Work  

9.1 General Objective of Audit 
 
OSINERG technical specifications for the audit (OSINERG, March 2006): “The 
auditor will examine relevant engineering aspects (including the design), materials fabrication, 
acquisitions,  construction, pre-commissioning, commissioning,  operation, maintenance, and the 
supervision and inspection of the Camisea pipelines, with the objective of confirming 
conformance with applicable design and construction codes  and of the international 
engineering best practices, as well as the operations and maintenance manuals and standards 
such as ASME, ANSI, API, NACE, NFPA, etc. The auditor will focus attention on the specific 
areas, detailed in subsequent paragraphs, where conformance with standards is of greatest 
concern to OSINERG. The scope of work developed in the following paragraphs does not limit 
the responsibility of the auditor to examine any and all aspects of the two pipelines and to inform 
OSINERG of any aspect that does not meet internationally accepted good engineering practice.”  
 
Text of first and second ToR (June and July 2006): “The auditor will examine relevant 
engineering aspects (including the design), materials fabrication, acquisitions,  construction, 
pre-commissioning, commissioning,  operation, maintenance, and the supervision and inspection 
of the Camisea pipelines, with the objective of confirming conformance with applicable design 
and construction codes  and of the international engineering best practices, as well as the 
operations and maintenance manuals and standards such as ASME, ANSI, API, NACE, NFPA, 
etc. The auditor will focus attention on the specific areas, detailed in subsequent paragraphs, 
where conformance with standards is of greatest concern to OSINERG. The scope of work 
developed in the following paragraphs does not limit the responsibility of the auditor to examine 
any and all aspects of the two pipelines and to inform OSINERG of any aspect that does not meet 
internationally accepted good engineering practice.” 
 
Changes between OSINERG technical specifications and the text of 1º and 2º ToR 
of the Ad Hoc Committee: None. 
 
Position of TGP regarding the audit (Response to E-Tech, May 2006): As mentioned 
previously, the realization of an independent audit is in the hands of the Peruvian government 
through OSINERG in its capacity as the responsible regulatory agency. OSINERG will define 
the scope and timeline of the audit.  TGP can only reiterate that it completely supports the 
decision of the Peruvian government in this matter. 
 
However, in spite of no change in the general description of the audit scope between the original 
OSINERG technical specification and the 1º and 2º ToR, there are disturbing changes and 
omissions between the original issue-specific specifications and the 1º and 2º ToR prepared by 
the Ad Hoc Commission.  It is clear that a Peruvian governmental entity (not OSINERG) has 
intervened to debilitate the scope of work described in the orginal OSINERG specifications. 
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9.2 Invited Bidders – Need for Independence  
 
E-Tech considers it vital that the selected auditor not have had any direct nor indirect contractual 
relationship with the companies that comprise the Camisea consortium in order to assure the 
transparency of the pipeline audit. 
 
It is necessary to incorporate this point in the description of auditor prerequisites in the ToR for 
the audit.  The Ad Hoc Commission has invited eleven companies to participate in the bid.  It is 
critical that any bidder be disqualified automatically if the firm has had any type of contract with 
a member of the Camisea consortium in the last five years, and/or with a company that is a 
member of any other consortium in the world that includes any member company of the Camisea 
consortium.  This is necessary to ensure transparency and to avoid conflicts of interest between 
the objectives of this audit and the medium- and long-term financial interests of the firm selected 
to perform the audit. 
 

9.3 Lack of Transparency in the First Round of Bidding 
 
The lack of transparency in the first round of bidding for the audit generated a great deal of 
concern among diverse political sectors in Peru, as well as among Peruvian civil society 
organizations.  The editorial commentary of the Peruvian Electrotechnical Association (June 
2006) summarizes this concern:   
 
“The Ad Hoc Commission, created by D.S. N° 017-2006-PCM for the selection of an auditor, 
already has already extended invitations to bid to eleven international companies, but is giving 
them too short a timeline to prepare adequate proposals, in the opinion of the College of 
Peruvian Engineers (Colegio de Ingenieros Peruanos – CIP). 
 
On June 9th, the CIP representatives to the Ad Hoc Commission resigned from the Commission. 
The CIP representatives explained their perspective in a letter to the Minister of Energy and 
Mines, stating their disagreement over the failure of the Ad Hoc Commission to take into account 
the CIP request that the bidding timeline be extended and the ToR be revised and amplified to 
adequately reflect the concerns of Peruvian civil society.  
 
Summarizing the resignation letter, what is clear is the rush to complete the audit bidding 
process and the lack of transparency in the Commission’s attitude.  It is absolutely necessary 
that the audit be carried-out by an organization that has not involved in any Camisea contracts, 
like the CIP, the UNI, and the Defensoría del Pueblo. However, the audit bidding process is 
being handled by entities that have been involved directly or indirectly in the unfortunate 
incidents that have precipitated the need for the audit, including the contractors (Camisea 
consortium partners), MINEM, and OSINERG.” 
 
The audit timeline described in the first audit ToR was too short.  Technician “M.A.”, who has 
more than 20 years experience in the oil industry in the U.S. and Latin America and is expert in 
the design of pipeline integrity management programs.  He is closely following the audit bidding 
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process and is very familiar with the details of the process.  For reasons of security this expert 
prefers to remain anonymous. However, if requested by the appropriate authority (and assuming 
necessary guarantees of confidentiality) technician M.A. is available to share this information. 
Technician M.A has been in regular contact with E-Tech and prepared the following 
observations on the first ToR published by the Ad Hoc Commission: 
 
1) The bidding timeline is too short. 
 
a) There were only 19 working days to read the specification and prepare a bid. That period 
included, for foreign companies, the time necessary to translate the specification to the home 
office native language (English, German, Dutch), to prepare a bid, and translate it to Spanish 
for summittal. The specification with attachments is 101 pages in length. 
 
b) The date of publication of the bid package was June 12th.  The date of the field visit was set for 
the June 20th, leaving a period of only 8 days to obtain vaccinations, tickets, et cetera. A 
vaccination for the yellow fever requires 10 days to be 100 percent effective. Although the Ad 
Hoc Commission said that that vaccination was to protect the recipient only, the Commission 
would not permit two representatives of American companies from participating in the field visit, 
disqualifying these two highly qualified companies with no ties to Peru. TGP did offer a trip for 
these representatives the following week, but this offer was rejected by the Ad Hoc Commission. 
 
c) After the field visit was completed the evening of June 21st, a single day was allowed to 
prepare questions and request clarifications to the bid specifications. For representatives who 
came from the U.S. and Europe, very little the time was available to formulate field visit notes 
into questions and translate these questions into Spanish. This lack of time was mentioned at the 
initial meeting of the potential bidders with the Ad Hoc Commission on June 19th.  However the 
Commission did not permit additional time to formulate questions, while at the same time 
granting itself four days to respond to questions provided by the potential bidders.   
 
d) The timeline prepared by the Ad Hoc Commission allows three days for the evaluation of 
technical proposals. The Commission, at the time it prepared the audit specification, was 
anticipating eleven very detailed technical proposals, all different, with references, certificates, 
et cetera. Each proposal would likely have in the range of 100 pages if properly developed.  
A comprehensive technical assessment of so many bids cannot be carried-out in such a short 
period of time.  In my experience, any public bidding process in Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, or 
any other country, allocates at least one week for the technical evaluation of proposals. In a case 
as complex as Camisea, a period of 2 to 3 weeks would be advisable.  What can be deduced from 
the timeline is that the Ad Hoc Commission knew going in that it would not have many bids as it 
would be disqualifying a number of companies for a variety of reasons.  Certainly several 
companies decided not to bid precisely because it was impossible to fulfill the conditions 
established by the Ad Hoc Commission. 
 
2) The specification lacks a great deal of information, and the information that is available is 
restricted. 
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a) Although TGP contracted Tuboscope (U.S.) to carry out internal inspections using electronic 
instruments, this fact is not mentioned in the specification. The results of this internal inspection 
will be very important to the audit, because the results will document the actual condition of 
each centimeter of the pipeline(s), indicating if corrosion exists, physical damage, et cetera.  
 
b) Certainly all the relevant project data is in electronic form, however the only format available 
to bidders is harcopy and these paper documents are only available in the offices of TGP in 
Lurín.  This approach makes it very difficult for foreign companies with offices in Peru to 
exchange information with the home office outside of Peru.  However, working with only paper 
copies would present no problem for a local Peruvian company. 
 
3) The rigid requirements established in the bid solicitation for carrying-out the audit is very 
inefficient and expensive for international companies. 
 
a) The specification requires that each specialist named in the bid stay in Peru throughout the 
duration of the project.  Given a minimum of 90 days is the anticipated duration of the first stage 
of the work, it implies a very inefficient use of time for foreign specialists. In a typical project, 
each foreign specialist would travel to the project only as necessary, letting local inspectors 
and/or engineers collect data and other documents and another necessary information for 
review. This approach allows efficient use of time, as the specialist would only visit the project 
location at critical times. The Ad Hoc Commission specification favors Peruvian companies as 
all company personnel are already resident in the country. 
 
b) In my opinion (the opinion of M.A.), instead of describing the qualifications of each 
individual working on the project, and demanding the presence of each individual in Peru for the 
duration of the audit, the Commission should qualify the companies themselves, taking into 
account company history, experience with similar projects, and financial rating, as is the 
standard practice in similar bids. A responsible company with an international reputation and 
experience in pipelines would have the capacity to use its staff to maximum efficiency.  The 
format used by the Commission, assigning points for the specific individuals on the proposed 
project team, would allow a company without a track record or extensive knowledge of the 
pipeline industry to win the bid by presenting qualified individuals who are not necessarily 
employees of the company. 
 
In the specific case of one invited bidder, CPA Group of Peru, section 3.2 of the bid specification 
seems to favor this company even though they do not have any experience in pipelines. It is 
possible that they have good geologists, engineers, and other specialists, but the company has 
apparently only worked in road construction, not in pipelines.  The company’s website does 
indicate a variety of pipeline services, without mentioning any pipeline project references. 
 
In four of eleven audit technical specialties, the Ad Hoc Commission will accept general 
experience in the jungle or mountains whether or not this experience is on pipelines.  Why? And 
why has no Brazilian firm been invited to bid, one with experience in the jungle and mountains, 
as demonstrated (for example) in the design and construction of Bolivia – Brazil pipeline? 
 
4) Elements that must be audited are not mentioned in the specification. 
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a) The form in which the original project was contracted. 
 
b) The technical and economic decisions by Techint in the design and construction of the 
pipelines. There are many doubtful details. 
 
In short the bid process appears to be very rushed, but not for technical reasons.   
 

9.4 Schedule of the Second Bidding Process 
 

Event Description Date 
1 Publication of Terms of Reference (ToR) July 21, 2006 
2 Invitation to participate in the bid process July 21, 2006 
3 Inspection visit to area relevant to the audit. Note 

– personnel must have necessary vaccinations 
August 2-3, 2006 

4 Presentation of questions and consultations until August 11, 2006 
5 Respond to questions and consultations August 16, 2006 
6 Presentation of proposals September 6, 2006 
7 Evaluation of technical proposals September 11, 2006 
8 Evaluation of cost proposals and award of 

contract 
September 12, 2006 

 

9.5 Need to Declare Void the Second Bid Process and to Expand the  
Technical Specifications of the Audit 

 
The scope of the audit very limited, even when only compared to the original OSINERG audit 
technical specifications.  The audit should also be the responsibility of the new government from 
beginning to end to avoid a lack of trust in the final result.  The following omissions must be 
incorporated into the scope of the technical specifications of a third audit bidding process to 
assure the validity of the audit:   
 

• Audit the geotechnical studies prepared by TGP prior to the selection of the pipeline 
route. According to TGP, the companies that prepared these studies included Golder 
Associates, Michelena Ingeniería Consulting SRL, Hydroconsult de Canadá, y LTDA 
Ingenieros Consultores de Colombia. 

• Technical opinion on whether the recommendations in the geotechnical studies were 
appropriate in light of actual conditions along the pipeline right-of-way. 

• Comparison of what actually occurred in the field relative to recommendations in the  
geotechnical studies/reports.   

• Evaluation of pipe storage practices in the field to determine if these practices were 
consistent with applicable specifications and good engineering practice. 

• Verification of the documentation of climatic conditions during all welding operations 
and of procedures used to mitigate unsuitable conditions.   
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• Interviews with employees of Techint, TGP, their contractors, OSINERG, and IDB 
contractors to corroborate what occurred in the field during the construction phase.  The 
principal effort should be focused on Golder Associates, Michelena Ingeniería Consulting 
SRL, Hydroconsult de Canadá, y LTDA Ingenieros Consultores de Colombia, Gulf 
Interstate Engineering, Stone & Webster, URS, and line pipe and special crossings 
inspectors under contract to Techint. 

• Audit of the 100 percent of the radiographs.  The audit of the plates must be carried-out 
by a Level III ANST weld radiograph interpreter.   

• Onsite verification of data contained in project documentation as proposed by the auditor. 
• Analysis of the original Techint pipebook, especially for the pipeline sections identified 

as critical risk zones by OSINERG and Techint.   
• Revision of the continuous pressure readings for the NG and NGL pipelines, from the 

beginning of operations in August 2004 until now, to compare operating pressures with 
the maximum test pressure reached during the initial hydrostatic tests. 

• Revision of the raw data collected by the intelligent pig instruments - magnetic flux 
leakage, ultrasound, and caliper - for the NG and NGL pipelines. 

• Corroboración of the raw data provided by these instruments and the right to require 
repetition of these tests if there are anomalies in the raw data. 

• Expansion of the audit team to include a specialist in the analysis of raw monitor data 
from the intelligent pig, with specific expertise in magnetic flux leakage, ultrasound, and 
caliper measurements. 

• Permission to extend the timeline of the audit beyond the maximum of nine months 
stipulated if the auditor deems it is necessary to repeat essential tests. 

• Description of the scope and cost of the repair project, with identification of critical 
pipeline sections that require immediate repair, serious sections that require constant 
monitoring, and safe sections. 

• Description of a specific pipeline integrity management program for the Camisea 
pipelines, with specific task timelines for each element of the integrity management 
system, the required number of personnel and specialties necessary to adequately staff the 
program, and an estimation of annual budget necessary (an example pipeline integrity 
management program from ASME B31.8S is provided in Attachment 10). 

 

9.4.1 Role of Intelligent Pig Instruments 
 
Position of TGP (Answer to E-Tech, May 2006):  It is precisely this, the passage of smart 
pigs, which TGP is carrying-out along the line, trying to find any abnormal condition to repair 
and decrease the risk of potential ruptures, or leaks as a result of natural events. 
 
As far as inspection activities of pipes are concerned during the operation stage, it is 
appropriate to recall that TGP has been applying the best industry practices such as the passage 
of intelligent tools for internal inspection. This activity is being carried out together with 
Tuboscope Pipeline Services (one of the more experienced inspection companies in the industry 
with a record of more than one million kilometers of pipes worldwide).  The results of the pipe 
internal inspection will be used as an important input for the implementation of the 
Transportation Integrity Program. 
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Position of E-Tech: It is essential as a requirement of the audit that the data obtained by TGP 
using the internal inspection tools be thoroughly reviewed.  It is a matter of concern that no 
technical representative of the Peruvian government has participated in this internal inspection 
program.  It is very important to emphasize that the intelligent pig tools cannot detect weld 
defects.  This makes it necessary to review 100 percent of the radiographs and perform a detailed 
of review of the original pipebook.  All of these sources of data can be compared and correlated 
to improve the level of confidence in the identification of pipeline sections with critical issues.   
 

9.4.2 Expected Information from Intelligent Pig Instruments 
 
In recently constructed pipelines the intelligent pig instruments are used to obtain data on the 
initial condition of the pipeline. This is necessary for two very important reaons: 1) the data 
provide a detailed picture of the initial condition of the pipeline, and a means to monitor the 
development and growth of corrosion and mechanical damage, and 2) it serves as quality check 
of the work and as a basis for claims if physical damage is encountered, defective or damaged 
pipes are detected, pipes that do not meet engineering specifications are detected, corroded pipe, 
etc. 
 
Information obtained from intelligent pig instruments.  The internal inspections carried-out on 
the Camisea pipelines by TGP should provide valuable information on the quality of pipeline 
construction, as well as the engineering methods used on the project. 
 
The type of information expected from the intelligent pig instruments include: 
 

• Loss of metal thickness in the pipe walls. This can be caused by internal or external 
corrosion, also by notches, burns by cables or arcs, defects in manufacturing, etc. 
Corrosion in a relatively new pipeline is normally an indicator of the use of corroded 
pipe, or of a defective, poorly adhering, or inadequate coating. These anomalies can be 
detected using magnetic flux leakage instruments. 

 
• Fissures in the pipe walls. Fissures can be caused by improper bending of the pipe, brittle 

metal in points of stress, or manufacturing defects. If hydrostatic tests are carried-out at a 
relatively low pressure such as 110 percent of “maximum allowable operating pressure- 
MAOP, ” some fissures can be aggravated without reaching the rupture point and could 
later fail under repetitive cycles of pressure. Ultrasonic inspection instruments are used to 
detect this type of defect. 

 
• Changes in internal diameter. Anomalies included in this category are changes in pipe 

wall thickness, dents, wrinkles, ovality, intrusiones of welds, and any other defect that 
penetrate inside the pipe.  Normally dents up to 2 percent of pipe diameter can be 
detected with high reliability. These can be indicators of points of stress, which can make 
the metal brittle and increase the risk of rupture. The cause of dents can be unsuitable 
mechanical protection of the pipe in the trench, or damage caused during transport or 
handling, or by a third party after construction. Ovality or deformation is more probable 
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in thin-wall pipe where soil stress or other external forces can cause flattening of the pipe. 
Wrinkles are generally caused by incorrect bending of the pipe. A caliper pig is used to 
detect these types of anomalies. 

 
It will be very important to examine all intelligent pig results as a component of the Camisea 
pipeline audit. These data will provide a precise description of the present condition of the two 
pipelines and will provide important information on the methods of construction, materials used, 
and the design/engineering of the project. 
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10. Conclusions 
 
The scope of the ToR for the audit is not consistent with the original audit technical 
specifications prepared by OSINERG in March 2006. The Ad Hoc Commission has eliminated 
the following key components from the original OSINERG audit specifications:   
 

• Review of the geotechnical studies prepared prior to the selection of the route.  
• Review of the pipe storage practices employed from fabrication through installation.  
• Verification of the documentation of climatic conditions during all welding operations 

and the procedures employed to mitigate the unsuitable conditions. 
• Detailed review of the all weld radiographs.   
• Onsite verification, as proposed by the auditor, to supplement the scope of the audit as 

needed.  
 
In addition, the scope of the audit described in the ToR does not take into consideration the 
recommendations of the Peruvian congressional investigatory commission provided in the 
commission’s June 2006 report.  E-Tech is in agreement with the congressional report findings.  
These findings call for the scope of the audit to include an analysis of geotechnical studies 
conducted prior to the selection of the pipeline route, a review of the 100 percent of the weld 
joint radiographs, and a description of the scope of the repair project necessary to assure the 
integrity of the pipelines. 
 
Photographic evidence shows that in many cases the pipes were not properly protected, leaving 
the interior of the pipes exposed to corrosion while stored in the field.  
 
TGP has insisted that all welding on the pipelines was done by qualified welders that had passed 
consortium-supervised welding qualification tests prior to welding in the field.  This assertion is 
contradicted by the welding inspection firm contracted by TGP to supervise construction 
practices for TGP.  The E-Tech supplemental report includes a copy of a “non-conformance” 
report prepared by GIE in June 2003 that states Techint “was violating Code API 1104 and its 
own welding specifications by using unqualified welders”. 
 
The original Techint pipebook for section km. 455 to km. 459 includes a number of irregularities 
and omissions that violate the Techint specifications and industry standard practice that require a 
detailed permanent record for each weld in the pipeline (such as the unique identification number 
of each weld joint, the identification number of each welder who worked on the joint, and the 
identification number of radiograph associated with the weld). 
 
As a result of the inappropriately limited nature of the audit described in the current ToR, E-Tech 
considers it essential that the audit solicitation be declared void.  The scope of the audit must be 
expanded to include the following and elements: 
 

• Audit the geotechnical studies prepared by TGP prior to the selection of the pipeline 
route. According to TGP, the companies that prepared these studies included Golder 
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Associates, Michelena Ingeniería Consulting SRL, Hydroconsult de Canadá, y LTDA 
Ingenieros Consultores de Colombia. 

• Technical opinion on whether the recommendations in the geotechnical studies were 
appropriate in light of actual conditions along the pipeline right-of-way. 

• Comparison of what actually occurred in the field relative to recommendations in the  
consultant studies/reports.   

• Evaluation of field pipe storage practices to determine if these practices were consistent 
with applicable specifications and good engineering practice. 

• Verification of the documentation of climatic conditions during all welding operations 
and of procedures used to mitigate unsuitable conditions.   

• Interviews with employees of Techint, TGP, their contractors, OSINERG, and IDB 
contractors to corroborate what occurred in the field during the construction phase.  The 
principal effort should be focused on Golder Associates, Michelena Ingeniería Consulting 
SRL, Hydroconsult de Canadá, y LTDA Ingenieros Consultores de Colombia, Gulf 
Interstate Engineering, Stone & Webster, URS, and line pipe and special crossings 
inspectors under contract to Techint. 

• Audit of the 100 percent of the radiographs.  The audit of the plates must be carried-out 
by a Level III ANST weld radiograph interpreter.   

• Onsite verification of data contained in project documentation as proposed by the auditor. 
• Analysis of the original Techint pipebook, especially for the pipeline sections identified 

as critical risk zones by OSINERG and Techint.   
• Revision of the continuous pressure readings for the NG and NGL pipelines, from the 

beginning of operations in August 2004 until now, to compare operating pressures with 
the maximum test pressure reached during the initial hydrostatic tests. 

• Revision of the raw data collected by the intelligent pig instruments - magnetic flux 
leakage, ultrasound, and caliper - for the NGL pipeline and the natural gas pipeline. 

• Corroboration of the raw data provided by these instruments and the right to require 
repetition of these tests if there are anomalies in the raw data. 

• Expansion of the audit team to include a specialist in the analysis of raw monitor data 
from the intelligent pig, with specific expertise in magnetic flux leakage, ultrasound, and 
caliper measurements. 

• Permission to extend the timeline of the audit beyond the maximum of nine months 
stipulated if the auditor deems it is necessary to repeat essential tests. 

• Description of the scope and cost of the repair project, with identification of critical 
pipeline sections that require immediate repair, serious sections that require constant 
monitoring, and safe sections. 

• Description of a specific pipeline integrity management program for the Camisea 
pipelines, with specific task timelines for each element of the integrity management 
system, the required number of personnel and specialties necessary to adequately staff the 
program, and an estimation of annual budget necessary. 

 
 


